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Introduction
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innovation would drive a more efficient and cost-

students take on a medical challenge and devise a
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effective health care system. However, the

solution. The solution is then taken through
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prototyping, testing, patent application and

as a result of its
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which bring together cutting

and finance, that few could master alone. This is

companies that have taken a keen interest. Many

-edge medical institutes, an

the main reason why many innovative ideas fail
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Learn more at: BioDesignIsrael.com
You Tube Channel: bit.ly/biodesign

BLOOMING INDUSTRY

BioDesign at the Hebrew University

Of the existing 800 life

The BioDesign Innovation program is headed by Prof. Chaim

sciences companies, most

Lotan, director of the Heart Institute at Hadassah Medical

were founded during the
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last decade. In fact, more
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five years. Remarkably,

University School of Business Administration.
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BioDesign: Medical Innovation course is a joint effort

The industry is heavily

Program of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, and
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the School of Business Administration. The course is
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taught over one academic year. The program takes

the companies. Biotech is

outstanding medical fellows, bioengineering and
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science and practice of bringing a medical innovation

pharmaceutical sector is
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Program Features and Benefits
Biotechnology is the fastest growing sector in the
Tel Aviv stock exchange and is widely considered
to be the driving force of the next century.
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The Hebrew University program in BioDesign
offers an integrated approach to medical
innovation, aiming to create dozens of start-up
companies revolutionising the region.
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The 2012 class already generated four
successful projects featured in Fox News, Med
Gadget, Science Daily, and MSNBC.
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Biodesign Innovation is expected to be a revenue-generating endeavour, as products reach the
market through technology-transfer companies such Yissum and Hadassit.

PARTICIPATING PARTNERS
Center for Bioengineering
School of Computer Science and Engineering
School of Business Administration
Hadassah Medical Center
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INDUSTRY SPONSORS
Boston Scientific, United States
Terumo Corporation, Japan

Major Points

• BioDesign: Medical Innovation is taught over one academic year by academic and industrial experts
• Groups of outstanding students include medical fellows (MD), graduate students in Bioengineering
(PhD) and graduate students in Business Administration (MBA)

• Students gain academic training and practical tools to becoming successful entrepreneurs
• Projects develop into actual products and spin off companies during each year of the program
• The first class of 2012 generated four start-ups:
http://www.foxnews.com/health/2013/08/26/intubation-robot-could-help-patients-breathe/
http://www.timesofisrael.com/a-no-fuss-no-muss-aid-for-obesity/
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http://www.medgadget.com/2013/09/sagiv-semi-automatic-iv-catheter-insertion-system.html

Contact
Mrs. Dana Levy,
Program Administrator
Phone: +972 2 658 5933
bioengineering@mail.huji.ac.il
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http://israel21c.org/health/new-biomed-accelerator-yields-better-dentures-obesity-control/

www.BioDesignIsrael.com
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